This booklet is designed to direct elementary and junior high teachers of science in assessing and comparing their professional goals and practices with those of their colleagues and with current objectives and teaching behaviors recommended by specialists and researchers in science education and curriculum development. Each of the 36 statements related to practices in teaching science is documented by a separate bibliography. Other documented sections discuss objectives and current trends. A checklist for teachers to evaluate their teaching practices is also included. (GR)
Contemporary Practices in Teaching SCIENCE
Elementary and Junior High School

Authoritative Commentary and Bibliography
Using this SAMPLER and SUPPLEMENT, teachers of science in elementary and junior high schools can assess and compare their professional goals and practices with those of their colleagues and with current objectives and teaching behaviors recommended by education specialists and researchers in science education and curriculum development.

Created for CERLI by Ronald D. Townsend, the SAMPLER should not be considered an instrument to “test” individual teaching proficiency nor “rate” the science program in a school. Mr. Townsend developed the SAMPLER and SUPPLEMENT to encourage teachers to identify and pursue measurable goals and use practical procedures that might improve science instruction at the elementary and junior high school levels.

At Florida State University (Tallahassee), the author teaches a Practicum Course for pre-intern physics, chemistry and general science teachers in the department of Science Education, the School of Education. Mr. Townsend has taught at Highland Park High School (Illinois) and at Maine Township High School (Park Ridge, Illinois) where he directed the Science Seminar. In 1964-1965, he was an Educational Consultant in Physics for the Ford Foundation’s Turkish National Science High School Project in Ankara, Turkey.

In developing the SAMPLER and SUPPLEMENT, Ronald Townsend consulted with and was advised by Dr. Paul Westmeyer, Head of the Department of Science Education, School of Education, Florida State University, Tallahassee.
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Contemporary Practices in Teaching Science in Elementary and Junior High School

NOTE to USERS: This instrument should not be used to "test" individual teaching proficiency nor "rate" a school's science program but rather to encourage teachers to identify and pursue measurable goals and use practical procedures that might improve science instruction at the elementary and junior high school levels.

Teacher's Name__________________________________________

1. School Corporation______________________________________

2. Type of School: (Check one only)

   □ (1) Elementary, grades 1-6
   □ (2) Elementary, grades 1-8
   □ (3) Junior High School, grades 7, 8, 9
   □ (4) Community School, grades 1-12

3. Types of classroom in which science is taught:

   □ (1) Laboratory
   □ (2) Standard

4. Circle the grade level(s) at which you teach science:

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

5. Average science class size:__________________________

6. Average hours per week of science instruction for each class:__________________________

7. Years experience teaching:______________ 8. Years experience teaching science:______________

   Check the number of college courses you have taken in the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Courses</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>8 or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15. What professional journals do you read regularly?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Published: Summer, 1968

THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY, INC.
540 West Frontage Road, Box 815, Northfield, Illinois 60093
Developed by Ronald D. Townsend, Florida State University, Tallahassee
In order to get the most out of this SAMPLER, you must establish a set of criteria with which you can compare your practices in science instruction to those cited in the SUPPLEMENT. To establish such criteria, list the goals for which you strive in your science instruction. Concisely state these objectives as measurable changes sought in students rather than ambiguous unmeasurables like an “understanding” and “appreciation” of science.

For example: you can measure a student’s proficiency in classifying and ordering objects, recording and analyzing data, or forming and stating hypotheses. But until you describe the student behavior manifesting “understanding” or “appreciation,” it is almost impossible to evaluate the attainment of your goals.

16._____________________________________________________________________
17._____________________________________________________________________
18._____________________________________________________________________
19._____________________________________________________________________
20._____________________________________________________________________
21._____________________________________________________________________
22._____________________________________________________________________
23._____________________________________________________________________
24._____________________________________________________________________
25._____________________________________________________________________

Your stated objectives and perhaps some new ones included in the SAMPLER represent specific criteria with which to examine and evaluate your science teaching practices.
Some of the following practices have been widely used while others have had limited trials; but all represent methods used in science instruction in current types of reported practices in junior high schools and elementary science classrooms in recent years.

### In Column I:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice Description</th>
<th>Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If you use this practice when appropriate and consider it as one of your major teaching techniques, check <em>Frequently</em>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you use this practice but not frequently enough to consider it as one of your major teaching techniques, check <em>Sometimes</em>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you do not use this practice or seldom use it, check <em>Rarely or Never</em>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK ONLY ONE ITEM IN COLUMN I.**

### In Column II:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice Description</th>
<th>Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If you agree that the practice is good, check <em>Usually Sound</em>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you think the practice is sound only in certain circumstances, check <em>Sometimes Sound</em>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you think the practice is not good, check <em>Usually Unsound</em>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you are undecided or think the practice is questionable, check <em>Open to Question</em>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK ONLY ONE ITEM IN COLUMN II.**
26, 27 Use the same readability formula and/or method for selecting science books for your class as used for other reading material.

28, 29 Adhere to the content and sequence of the specific science textbook used for your class in your school and use reading assignments in the text as the primary method of science instruction.

30, 31 Use the services of a science education specialist to help plan and implement the science part of your school's instructional program.

32, 33 Use a team-teaching approach to science by either combining classes or exchanging classes so that each teacher instructs in that area of science in which he or she feels most competent.

34, 35 Set aside a specific time each week for the study of science, postponing questions on science until the allotted period to maintain the integrity of science as a separate discipline.

36, 37 Teach your students the fundamental concepts of amount, mass, volume, surface, and time in the early primary grades because they are basic to later science instruction.

38, 39 Base your instruction of physical fundamentals on the intuitive feelings your students have on conservation of matter. Examples: A tall, thin container may contain the same amount of water as a short, wide container. A piece of clay contains the same amount of "stuff" regardless of its shape.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLUMN I</th>
<th>COLUMN II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I follow this practice: (check only one answer)</td>
<td>I think this practice is: (check only one answer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Practices
40, 41 Determine what you want the students to be able to do in science at the end of the school year; then determine the pre-requisite skills needed and the order in which they build on one another to establish the sequence of your course.

42, 43 Present scientific information to the students by the lecture-discussion method.

44, 45 Conduct demonstrations in front of the class so that your students will learn the scientific approach to investigating the world around them.

46, 47 Present a scientific theory to your students and then conduct an experiment to prove the validity of the theory.

48, 49 As a means of science instruction, let the students identify and state the problem to be investigated. Then let the students initiate and implement their own means and methods for investigating the problem. Finally, allow the students to analyze their own data and arrive at their own conclusions.

50, 51 Set up situations in which your students are encouraged to formulate new questions; restate problems in their own words, and create new ideas.

52, 53 Give your students detailed and specific instructions for each step that must be taken in conducting an experiment, in analyzing the results, and in drawing the correct answers and conclusions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLUMN I</th>
<th>COLUMN II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I follow this practice: (check only one answer)</td>
<td>I think this practice is: (check only one answer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| I follow this practice: (check only one answer) | I think this practice is: (check only one answer) |
| Frequently | Sometimes | Rarely or Never | Usually Sound | Sometimes Sound | Usually Unsound | Open to Question |

| I follow this practice: (check only one answer) | I think this practice is: (check only one answer) |
| Frequently | Sometimes | Rarely or Never | Usually Sound | Sometimes Sound | Usually Unsound | Open to Question |

| I follow this practice: (check only one answer) | I think this practice is: (check only one answer) |
| Frequently | Sometimes | Rarely or Never | Usually Sound | Sometimes Sound | Usually Unsound | Open to Question |

| I follow this practice: (check only one answer) | I think this practice is: (check only one answer) |
| Frequently | Sometimes | Rarely or Never | Usually Sound | Sometimes Sound | Usually Unsound | Open to Question |
54, 55 Allow your students to approach science problems and projects individually and to progress at their own rate of investigation and attainment.

56, 57 Use televised science programs as a source of science information and instruction.

58, 59 Use field trips and/or science resource people as an integral part of your science instruction program.

60, 61 Have your students bring in for study and discussion newspaper and magazine articles on scientific and technological applications, such as rockets, atom smashers, computers, etc.

62, 63 Use films (full reel or single concept cartridge), filmstrips, overhead projectors, and/or recordings in connection with your science instruction.

64, 65 Use programmed material, either in printed form or with a "teaching machine" as a method of teaching science to your students.

66, 67 Teach your pupils science from a qualitative, descriptive point of view. Postpone the quantitative aspects of science and measurement until as high school students they reach a higher level of sophistication in mathematics.

68, 69 Encourage long-term science projects conducted either by the class or by groups. Example: Keep a weather chart over a period of one or two months.
70, 71 Encourage your students to ask questions about science and try to answer these questions with explicit, non-ambiguous answers. (Even if you must wait to reply until you have looked up the correct answer.)

72, 73 Present your students with the concept of “model building.” Construct mental or physical models as possible explanations for observed behavior of nature. Example: The kinetic theory of gas molecules randomly bouncing around is a model for the explanation of the behavior of gases.

74, 75 Point out to your students the complexity of science and the need for the most intelligent to continue in scientific studies.

76, 77 Combine your teaching of arithmetic and mathematical relationships with your instruction on scientific concepts and their relationships.

78, 79 Include the introduction of scientific information in your reading and English assignments. Have the students read scientific articles and present written and oral reports on specific science topics.

80, 81 Teach your students science and social studies together as a unified program of instruction showing the interdependency of the development of society and scientific progress.

82, 83 Starting with various simple notions, teach basic physics or biology or chemistry in the early grades. Examples: Not “how a seesaw works” but the relationship between force and energy; not “how to feed a rabbit” but the process of metabolism.
Rather than emphasizing content, impress upon your students the joy of learning how to learn through scientific investigation.

Try to identify the science-oriented and science-gifted students, and give them extra projects and science assignments.

Ask your students to memorize definitions of scientific words.

Test the scientific achievement of your students by their ability to answer specific questions in terms of established scientific facts.

Ask your students to memorize classification schemes and definitions in biology as a scientific approach to nature study.

Evaluate your students' achievements in problem solving by testing them on problems very similar to those assigned as homework and/or worked in class.

By increased permissiveness in scientific investigation, teach and test your students on increased "creativity" rather than achievement in either factual information or structural relationship in a particular discipline.

Accentuate the intrinsic rewards of self-learning and making scientific discoveries rather than the pressure of grade and finding specific numerical answers.
Supplement

Authoritative Commentary and Bibliography

(To complement the Sampler of Contemporary Practices in Teaching Science, Elementary and Junior High School)

Introduction

In this SUPPLEMENT, summary statements synthesize four types of professional articles identified by the following symbols:

(AO) authoritative opinion reports on restricted trial practices or logical suggested practices

(CD) articles on curriculum development projects currently in a state of change due to continuous evaluation and revision

(R) research articles on controlled measurable practices

(T) teachers' articles about practices they have tried and intuitively found successful

Among the categories listed above, type T represents the most abundant source though the subjective method of evaluation dilutes its comparative validity. For this reason, there are fewer T articles cited in the SUPPLEMENT's bibliographies of professional literature.

Many factors influence a teacher's practices: courses in science and in methods; experiences in the laboratory; local elements such as class size, equipment, facilities, science program. In order to evaluate these practices, goals must be precisely defined. In order to compare, select, and improve science teaching practices, an individual first must decide what changes in the students he hopes his instruction will effect.

In this context, the SAMPLER initially deals with stated objectives (16-25) and the SUPPLEMENT provides an opportunity to compare these individual objectives with those identified as recent and measurable goals for science instruction at the elementary and junior high school levels.
According to Gagne (1), Blackwood (2), Jacobson (3), and Mager (4), before making an effective choice of media or method the goals of an instructional program need to be clearly defined. Furthermore — Gagne (1), Mager (4), Hurd (5), and Brandwein, Watson, and Blackwood (6) stress that these objectives should be stated in terms of changes sought in the student's behavior as a result of the instruction.

Eight of the 11 major curriculum development (CD) projects' (7-14) cited in the SUPPLEMENT include the identification of behavioral objectives in their evaluation procedures. Tannenbaum, Stillman, and Piltz (15) believe that defining objectives in terms of student behavior — though extremely difficult to do — is basic to effective evaluation.

Although several lists of behavioral objectives for elementary and junior high school science (Blackwood [2], Jacobson [3], Walbesser [18], Fischier [17]), Reiner [18]), are available, an individual's evaluation of the practices enumerated in the SAMPLER will be more meaningful in terms of his own science teaching objectives.

In order to formulate objectives in specific terms of pupil behavior and the performance expected of a student if the objective has been achieved, the following questions (which resemble those posed by Tannenbaum, Stillman, and Piltz [15]) may serve as useful guidelines:

a. What problem-solving abilities is the student expected to achieve?

b. Can he describe observations and formulate hypotheses about the observed phenomena?

c. Can he plan experiments to test his hypotheses?

d. What information is the student expected to acquire?

e. What skills is he supposed to display?

f. Can he perform measurements and manipulate science equipment?

g. How is he expected to reveal his attitudes? By deferring judgment when he observes a demonstration? By considering the reliability of a source of information?

h. What applications of his knowledge is the student expected to make?


7. (CD) AAAS Commission on Science Education.

8. (CD) Elementary-School Science Project.


10. (CD) Elementary Science Study.

11. (CD) Michigan Science Curriculum Committee Junior High School Project.


13. (CD) School Science Curriculum Project.

14. (CD) Science Curriculum Improvement Study.


Practices in Teaching Science

28, 27 Use the same readability formula and/or method for selecting science books for your class as used for other reading material.

Piltz (1) found that science textbooks being used in 1961 in elementary schools varied greatly in content, sequence, and readability at all levels. The readability difference between science books of different publishers and lack of reading growth (easier to read at the beginning to more difficult at the end of the book) was further brought out by Mallinson (2, 3) and Ottley (4).

Even though Herrington and Mallinson (5) found more consistency with readability formulas than with reading experts, they suggest that the teacher must rely on personal judgment when choosing a science textbook.

Brown (6) questions the validity of the Dale-Chall (7) Formula in determining the readability of science textbooks, since its 3000 familiar word list was compiled in 1948 and many new technical terms are now in the vocabulary of elementary school students. He suggests that teachers determine if the philosophy of science applied by a textbook is consistent with the concepts they want to teach and if their students can read the book. Consistent with this view is the study by Kerns (8) in which elementary school students were found to have a conceptual understanding of twenty science words.


28, 29 Adhere to the content and sequence of the specific science textbook used for your class in your school and use reading assignments in the text as the primary method of science instruction.

As we have seen in the research and opinion associated with Practice No. 26, 27, there is little consistency or sequence between or within most science textbooks for the elementary and junior high school levels. Morrisett (1) concludes that new and important material is not widely included in present textbooks and that sequencing from simple ideas to the more complex is not apparent.

Weaver (2) adds to the tirade against using a single textbook as your only source of science instruction with a long list of ambiguous and/or completely wrong statements from twelve textbook series used in science for elementary schools.

Blackwood (3) points out that if one of the goals of science instruction is for “children to learn to use the methods of investigation, study, inquiry, exploration, and discovery used by scientists” then many opportunities should be provided for children to explore their environment directly through observation, experimentation, and measurement. The “... inherent need of adolescents to perform experiments ...” in junior high school science is emphasized by Norton (4).

30, 31 Use the services of a science education specialist to help plan and implement the science part of your school’s instructional program.

The need and reasons for using science specialists in elementary schools was presented by Kleinman (1). Higher student achievement when the science specialists taught rather than merely counseling the regular teachers was shown only under certain conditions by Gibb and Mataia (2) and left further in doubt by the conflicting studies of Ginther (3) and Payne (4). With the rapid increase of knowledge and techniques in all fields, the need for the help of science specialists in some form by the already overburdened teacher of the self-contained classroom is not disputed.

Suggested by Zacharias (5), amplified by Machlup (6), and implemented by Hoffart (7) was the plan of letting good high school physics students teach elementary school students short blocks of science material. Both sets of students gain from such an arrangement, and the elementary school teacher has scientific help in the self-contained classroom. Smith (8) reports a similar plan was tried with much success with advanced physics students teaching science resource units to fourth graders at University of Illinois.
32, 33 Use a team-teaching approach to science by either combining classes or exchanging classes so that each teacher instructs in that area of science in which he or she feels most competent.

Shaplin (1, 2) defines team teaching as "...two or more teachers given responsibility, working together, for all or a significant part of the instruction of the same group of students" and further estimates that by 1967 three out of ten elementary schools may be using this method of instruction in some way.

Fischler and Shoresman (3) believe that the goals of science instruction can be better achieved by team-teaching than in the self-contained classroom and present possible models and methods for evaluation of team-teaching.

The most enthusiastic cheers where team-teaching was actually tried in connection with science instruction seem to be centered on the junior high school. Berzofsky and Ousler (4) and Thayer (5) emphasize the necessity for cooperative planning and relay the added inducement that even the teachers learn more than in the one-teacher science class. These views were echoed by Carruth and Hichborn (6) who claim that team-teaching improved the science instruction so much for the low and average ability groups that it will be extended in their school to all seventh grade students.

34, 35 Set aside a specific time each week for the study of science, postponing questions on science until the allotted period to maintain the integrity of science as a separate discipline.

Victor and Lerner (1) state that "Science teaching and learning are always more effective when the learning begins with a problem that arouses the curiosity and interest of the children". One source of such "challenging problems" according to Hurley (2) is the child’s own proposal.

Hurd (3) admonishes curriculum specialists in science to "...examine the writings and research in a wide range of fields: economics, sociology, public policy, and manpower as well as the current status of science." It would seem likely also that children living in our science-centered culture should be encouraged to inquire into the interrelations of the various differences rather than be forced to separate them. Looking at the reports on Practices 78-83 may even give some credence to the idea of using science as the core around which the elementary and junior high school curricula can be built.


(See bibliographies under Practices 78-83.)
36, 37 Teach your students the fundamental concepts of amount, mass, volume, surface, and time in the early primary grades because they are basic to later science instruction.

Some aspects of science such as observation, differences, change, and variance (Weaver and Coleman [1] and Thier, Powell and Karplus [2]) can be taught at the first grade level or even before (Cox [3]). This can only be done by the use of tangible objects with which the children can interact and move and not in the abstract terms of later development as pointed out by Piaget (4).

Inbody (5) sums up the approach that must be taken in teaching science to children in the primary grades: "Instruction based on an adult's conception of logic may be pointless to a child, for an obvious contradiction to an adult may seem like a unique event to a youngster".


38, 39 Base your instruction of physical fundamentals on the intuitive feelings your students have on conservation of matter. Examples: A tall, thin container may contain the same amount of water as a short, wide container. A piece of clay contains the same amount of "stuff" regardless of its shape.

The work of Piaget and Inhelder (1, 2, 3, 4) has shown that until they reach certain stages of mental development, children do not comprehend the fact that area, volume, and mass are conserved even when changed in appearance and that the reasoning of children changes radically as they mature to adolescence. These findings have been confirmed by Lovell (5, 6, 7), Lunzer (8), and Elkind (9, 10). These, plus the fallacy of a child's logic even over observation as in the free-fall experiment by Cunningham and Karplus (11), make the students' intuition seem a poor basis upon which to build a curriculum.


40, 41 Determine what you want the students to be able to do in science at the end of the school year; then determine the prerequisite skills needed and the order in which they build on one another to establish the sequence of your course.

Gagne (1) poses the question "What do we want the student to be able to do?" and suggests a sequencing of objectives as a logical approach to curriculum development. Hess (2) also points to a "psychological sequence" in curricular planning. Several of the elementary and junior high school science curriculum projects (AAAS [3], ISCS [4], IPS [5], SCIS [6]) have organized their materials in a tightly sequenced clear progression toward precise, predetermined objectives. Atkin (7) is concerned about sequencing of curriculum materials in terms of the children's mental progress, the content story line, and feedback from teacher experience.

3. (CD) AAAS Commission on Science Education.
4. (CD) Intermediate Science Curriculum Study.
5. (CD) Introductory Physical Science.
42, 43 Present scientific information to the students by the lecture-discussion method.
44, 45 Conduct demonstrations in front of the class so that your students will learn the scientific approach to investigating the world around them.

Although some of the teacher's guides suggest some topics for discussion and outline, in detail, and some teacher demonstrations, every one of the eleven major curriculum development projects mentioned in this pamphlet considers its materials to be laboratory centered with activities for the students as the main vehicle. To say the trend in science instruction is away from the lecture and even from the teacher-performed experiment is an understatement. To list the places where this is emphasized would be to copy the bulk of the references in any index of science education.

1. (CD) AAAS Commission on Science Education.
2. (CD) Elementary School Science Project.
3. (CD) Elementary Science Advisory and Research Project.
4. (CD) Elementary Science Study.
5. (CD) Intermediate Science Curriculum Study.
7. (CD) Michigan Science Curriculum Committee Junior High School.
8. (CD) Minnesota Mathematics and Science Teaching Project.
10. (CD) Science Curriculum Improvement Study.
11. (CD) School Science Curriculum Project.
46, 47 Present a scientific theory to your students and then conduct an experiment to prove the validity of the theory.

Without listing the projects again (See Practices 42-45), the trend is away from the laboratory as a place to prove a theorem and toward using student experiments to answer questions or solve problems as indicated by Blough and Huggett (1) and Kambly and Suttle (2). It is suggested by Jones (3) that learning techniques of investigation as well as factual information may result. If this is true, then the chance for what Bruner (4) calls "massive general transfer" may take place, and the ability to learn will be enhanced in other disciplines.


48, 49 As a means of science instruction, let the students identify and state the problem to be investigated. Then let the students initiate and implement their own means and methods for investigating the problem. Finally, allow the students to analyze their own data and arrive at their own conclusions.

In 1958, Atkin (1) observed that children from permissive science classes could hypothesize much better than those from the teacher-controlled class. In 1964, Atkin (2) saw one of the two threads in curriculum revision to be the development of children's thinking ability. The benefits of discoveries one makes for himself are extolled by both Schwab (3) and Bruner (4). Suchman (5) outlines the joy of children when allowed to inquire by autonomous activity. He states that "Concepts resulting from inquiry have greater significance to the child because they have come from his own acts of searching and data processing".

Davies (6) found that eighth grade general science students could on their own initiative use the inductive development of scientific abstraction from a variety of individual concrete experiences, selected by the students, to formulate basic science concepts. Jones (7) found that student initiated experiments in the first grade produced skills, concepts, and attitudes more advanced in scope and concept than commonly used in first grade textbooks.

50, 51 Set up situations in which your students are encouraged to formulate new questions, restate problems in their own words, and create new ideas.

Brandwein (1) claims the most excellent of teaching skills to be those which confront the students with objects, events, and questions that improve their ability to design a critical investigation. Atkin and Karplus (2), Thier, Powell, and Karplus (3), and Gagne (4) all believe the teacher must furnish some background and intellectual framework within which autonomous discovery can take place.

Ausubel (5) maintains that available procedures and methods for handling data can be skillfully arranged and simplified for children "... in such a way as to make ultimate discovery almost inevitable".

Buell (6) and Fish and Saunders (7) reported situations where teacher guidance had led to "self-judging" and "self-correcting" by the students of their own inquiry strategies.

Neal (8) found that given guidance in developing habitual use of the methods of scientific inquiry, students in grades 1-6 can:
1. identify and state problems, 2. formulate plans to collect and evaluate data, 3. formulate hypotheses, 4. formulate conclusions or concepts, 5. apply concepts and methods to new situations.


52, 53 Give your students detailed and specific instructions for each step that must be taken in conducting an experiment, in analyzing the results, and in drawing the correct answers and conclusions.

(See research and professional writings for Practices 48, 49 and 50, 51.)

54, 55 Allow your students to approach science problems and projects individually and to progress at their own rate of investigation and attainment.

Both the Elementary Science Advisory and Research Project (1) and ESS (2) represent their programs as highly individual and experimental where the children choose experiments and materials with which to work, develop their own goals or problems, and determine the manner and pace at which they will work.

A much more structured and sequenced approach, ISCS (3) for grades 7, 8, and 9, allows the children to progress through this laboratory centered course at their individual rates.

Individual or group open-ended laboratory experiments directed toward interdisciplinary ideas are presented by the MSCC-JHSP (4) project in a modified version of self-pacing.

The Oakleaf Individualized Elementary School Science (5) project provides concept development through individualized laboratory experiences.

1. (CD) Elementary Science Advisory and Research Project.
2. (CD) Elementary Science Study.
3. (CD) Intermediate Science Curriculum Study.
4. (CD) Michigan Science Curriculum Committee Junior High School Project.
5. (CD) Oakleaf Individualized Elementary School Science.
56, 57 Use televised science programs as a source of science information and instruction.

The literature on this practice is abundant but inconclusive. For the most part the teachers Brunberg (1), Nasca (2), Suchy (3), and Montag, Dubridge, and Samuels (4) praise the efficiency and merits of TV teaching of science in the elementary and junior high schools. They warn, however, to involve the students in activities along with the TV method of instruction.

The researchers Brish (5), Deutschman (6), Barrington (7), Tannenbaum (8), and Jacobs (9) are less enthusiastic about present practices due to mixed results in statistical studies. They point to many factors as possible causes in these results and encourage science educators toward the potential possibilities in this very efficient method of instruction. They seem especially encouraged about the use of closed-circuit television in laboratory demonstrations.

A study by The Ford Foundation (10) found in researches comparing television-taught and non-television-taught pupils in elementary and high schools that the television-taught achieved more in 165 comparisons and the non-television-taught achieved more in 86 comparisons. Jewett (11) and Guba (12) list specific areas for further research on the effects and effectiveness of television teaching.

58, 59 Use field trips and/or science resource people as an integral part of your science instruction program.

The use of field trips and science resource people is not new but, unfortunately, rarely used as part of elementary and junior high school science instruction. Jacobson (1) says "... field experiences should be an integral part of science programs for the early adolescent." Well planned field trips with discussion both before and after to stimulate observation and analysis according to Tannenbaum, Stillman, and Piltz (2) "... are particularly valuable for teaching elementary science since many natural phenomena are understood better when they are seen."

Schulz (3) and the NSTA subcommittee on Local Action Programs suggest that local scientists be involved in the school's science curriculum to 1. "work with teachers to learn the capabilities and limitations of children and youth", 2. "provide counsel on the accuracy of curriculum materials", and 3. "assist teachers in understanding how scientists think and work."

Fischler (4) combines field trips and the help of science resource people by encouraging field trips to factories, laboratories, farms, and government agencies and by suggesting that scientists and engineers be invited frequently to contribute as a class studies various phases of science.

Josephson (5) recommends field trips for first graders and suggests techniques for growth in problem solving, observation, and reporting ability by this instructional method.

60, 61 Have your students bring in for study and discussion newspaper and magazine articles on scientific and technological applications, such as rockets, atom smashers, computers, etc.

Wittlin (1) presents the case and need for 1. public nurseries and kindergartens equipped with modern toys and books, 2. libraries of objects and learning aids in every school, and 3. specialized science teachers all leading to the scientific literacy of our future citizens. Polla, O’Hearn, and Gale (2) claim that science education at all levels must prepare all citizens to become an integral part of our modern society regardless of future occupation. They list a long bibliography with references to scientific literacy.

Bradley and Earp (3) showed that a person accustomed to working with elementary school age children, familiar with their vocabulary and concept level, but limited in science background could rewrite articles from the Scientific American magazine in such a way as to be readable and profitable to sixth grade pupils. Robinson (4) claims the desirable effects of teaching with science articles include: an enrichment of course contents, better development of science understanding by all kinds of students, and an improvement on the part of some students in attitude toward the course and interest in science articles.


62, 63 Use films (full reel or single concept cartridge), filmstrips, overhead projectors, and/or recordings in connection with your science instruction.

Jacobson (1) says of good teachers that they will use “…a variety of teaching and learning materials: tradebooks and textbooks, films and filmstrips, radio and television, magazines and mimeographed materials.” Tannenbaum, Stillman, and Plitz (2) in extending their discussion on the benefits of field trips observe that many phenomena do not lend themselves to personal experiences; and films, tapes, and similar devices are often valuable substitutes. Slade (3) emphasized this point with a meteorological example.

Hobbs (4) gives examples of keeping students up-to-date on the affairs of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and Reed and Ridgway (5) show the versatile practicality of the overhead projector.

64, 65 Use programed material, either in printed form or with a “teaching machine” as a method of teaching science to your students.

Skinner (1), Leahy (2), Anderson and Edwards (3), and Reiner (4) all extol the benefits of programed instruction in the form of machine, gadget, special book or cards as allowing self-teaching of many individuals in one class at different levels and rates of learning while being individually guided by one teacher. Thus the teacher will be allowed greater freedom for creative teaching in both remedial work for the slower students and enrichment for the talented ones.

The whole September issue of Scientific American magazine was devoted to the place of computers in our society. Suppes (5), speaking about “Computer Assisted Instruction”, pointed to the potentials and pitfalls of CAI and the impact it may have on teachers' roles, changing curriculum and research in learning and instruction. The use of CAI to present the ISCS (6) seventh-grade materials complemented the concurrent classroom trial in providing a formative evaluation of written text and laboratory materials. According to Snyder, Flood, and Stuart (7), this CAI presentation focused on the interaction of the student and materials by reducing classroom variables and thus allowing for a closer scrutiny of the conceptual framework and sequencing of the ISCS curricular materials.

Leahy and Siegel (8) caution that programed instruction is only one of the tools of science education and the laboratory must remain at the heart of science instruction. They predict that programed instruction will release both the student and teacher for more laboratory work. The efficiency and effectiveness of combining programed instruction with laboratory experiences was borne out by Hedges and MacDougall (9) with fourth graders and by Nasca (10) with eighth grade students.

Teach your pupils science from a qualitative, descriptive point of view. Postpone the quantitative aspects of science and measurement until as high school students they reach a higher level of sophistication in mathematics.

In Piaget's (1) experiments with the development of quantity conceptions in children, he found that abstract responses to mass, weight, and volume appeared in a regular sequence that was related to age. These findings were reconfirmed by Elkind (2). Scott (3) applied these results, with success, to teaching and testing students in grades 3, 4, 5, and 6.

A strictly quantitative, detailed sequence of projects is proposed by Swartz (4) to be presented at various levels of elementary school science. He stresses the quantitative treatment, appropriate to the grade level, of phenomena which can be immediately observed and measured by the student. Githens (5) proposes a quantitative approach to physical science as a "... general education course, helpful to anyone... regardless of destiny in life." Souers (6) lists activities designed to show the need for standards of measurement and to familiarize students with basic metric units through laboratory experiments and problem solving.

Encourage long-term science projects conducted either by the class or by groups. Example: Keep a weather chart over a period of one or two months.

Accepting the objectives of science instruction which develop investigative skills in your students (see the researches and professional articles under OBJECTIVES) and accepting the proposition that through their own inquiries and discoveries (see Practices 48, 49 and 50, 51) your students will acquire these skills, leads to the conclusion that solving problems by means of long-term or short-term scientific investigations is an effective means of science education. Lists of such problems and projects can be found in books by Hone, Joseph, Victor, and Brandwein (1), Blough and Schwartz (2), and Kambly and Suttle (3). Lists of other sources are given by Stollberg (4). Student projects for the more able students are described by Woodburn (5).

Encourage your students to ask questions about science, and try to answer these questions with explicit, non-ambiguous answers. (Even if you must wait to reply until you have looked up the correct answer.)

Because "the correct answer" has become such an ambiguous term in this age of rapidly changing scientific theories and concepts, science educators such as Hurd (1) are emphasizing education based upon skills in finding out rather than a bulk of information that may soon become obsolete. As Blackwood (2) says, "Children will ask questions about their environment and should be given help (not answers) in finding answers to these questions". Rogers (3) claims we need more emphasis on "where scientific knowledge comes from, how it is gained, codified, reinterpreted . . . and more estimates rather than too much concern for precise measurements . . ." Tyler (4) adds to this by saying the student must understand science as "a continuing process of inquiry, not as a set of firm answers to particular questions". Hurd sums this up by pointing the student to see that scientific knowledge has a "certain dynamic quality and that it is likely to shift in meaning and status with time."


72, 73 Present your students with the concept of "model building". Construct mental or physical models as possible explanations for observed behavior of nature. Example: The kinetic theory of gas molecules randomly bouncing around is a model for the explanation of the behavior of gases.

Burkman (1) in writing about the ISCS (2) project cites "Model Building" and "the Structure of Matter" as the organizing threads for the eighth-grade program. Livermore (3) presents one of the "Integrated Processes" of AAAS (4) as "Formulating Models". Karplus (5) speaks of the student's "Conceptual Framework" gained through the SCIS (6) courses, and Atkin (7) describes the 3rd book of ESSP (8) as containing "Conceptual Models for Observed Motion".

Dennis (11) attempted to determine the most effective level for presenting concepts relating to the Kinetic Theory of Matter to elementary school children. Anderson (12) found that elementary school children were able to formulate mental models to explain their observations of natural phenomena and that this ability increased with the age and I.Q. of the children tested.

Wittrock (9) and Mogar (10) found that the elementary school child's conception of physical relationships can be enhanced by instruction on mental and physical models and he can "... learn, retain and transfer the rudiments of the Kinetic Molecular Theory".

2. (CD) Intermediate Science Curriculum Study.
4. (CD) AAAS Commission on Science Education.
6. (CD) Science Curriculum Improvement Study.
8. (CD) Elementary School Science Project.
Point out to your students the complexity of science and the need for the most intelligent to continue in scientific studies.

Emphasizing the complexities of science may drive many elementary school students away from any science study, but emphasizing the simple investigative skills of student-inquiry, according to Suchman (1), motivates the child toward conceptual growth.

Two basic precepts of science educators are stated by Blough, Blackwood, Hill, and Schwartz (2):

"A program in elementary science should be provided for all children".

"The development of scientific attitudes is basic in a good elementary science program".

The needs for improved attitudes toward science by an educated citizenry are posed by Castel and Yager (3) in discussing the interaction between science and culture. Gruber (4) sums up the overall effects that a teacher may have on student attitude and interest in science with the following statement: "Choose the image of science you want to give your students. In the last analysis, your image of science will depend upon your image of man".


Combine your teaching of arithmetic and mathematical relationships with your instruction on scientific concepts and their relationships.

Schaaf (1) finds many scientific concepts closely related to mathematical concepts (e.g.—ratio, variable, constant, function, proportion, measurement, error, precision, etc.) and believes that if introduced in grades 7-9 with mathematics the two disciplines would receive mutual benefits. Souers (2) and Gorman (3) both present actual trials of teaching mathematics and science as a combined course. Grove and Grove (4) tried the same experiment in elementary grades as did the MINNEMAST (5) project as reported by Rosenbloom (6). The School Mathematics Study Group (7) reversed the process of applying mathematics to science by teaching mathematics through Science.

Poll (8) extends the goals of science education by proposing a combination course of science, mathematics, social studies, and English to provide the student with a "learning environment" where he can order some measure of his own learning experience.


5. (CD) Minnesota Mathematics and Science Teaching Project.


78, 79 Include the introduction of scientific information in your reading and English assignments. Have the students read scientific articles and present written and oral reports on specific science topics.

Higgens (1) outlines the mutual benefits and obvious interaction between science and English in communication, clarity of meaning, and accuracy in reporting and verbal reasoning. Smith (2) points to the increasing number of people whose jobs are dependent upon science that uses a specialized vocabulary and whose processes are explained in technical verbiage in a plea for teaching reading of and with science. Podendorf (3) cites a consensus of opinion by the Council for Elementary Science International that science through reading is one way to give children the tools of knowledge which can be applied in scientific investigation. Mattiila (4) sees hope in the fact that some elementary schools are recognizing the value of specific instruction in reading as related to science and incorporating this into their curriculum. Ediger (5) suggests two directions for reading in the area of elementary school science: 1. motivation to read and interest in reading from environment and laboratory observations leading to questions, and 2. purposeful activities for the pupils to gain meaning and understanding from the reading in the area of elementary school science.


80, 81 Teach your students science and social studies together as a unified program of instruction showing the inter-dependency of the development of society and scientific progress.

Collin (1) points out only one of the many places where the fast moving events of our culture (in this case, NASA's goals and contributions to science) are having a direct impact on science education. Hurd (2) emphasizes the need for students (future citizens) to understand the relation of basic research to applied research and the interplay of this applied technology and human affairs. In our society today, these are of utmost importance in forming public policy.

McAulay (3) poses the possibility of science becoming the core of the elementary curriculum and being correlated with other courses, such as social studies. In Baltimore (4) public schools, elementary school science is already being included with social studies and the areas of health and safety, and Hunt (5) tells of a trial program in junior high school where a three-teacher team taught a combination science and social studies course to seventh grade students.

Blough, Blackwood, Hill, and Schwartz (6) state that of all subjects social studies is the one most closely allied to elementary school science.

Also see the researches and professional articles under Practice 60, 61.


Starting with various simple notions, teach basic physics or biology or chemistry in the early grades. Examples: Not "how a seesaw works" but the relationship between force and energy; not "how to feed a rabbit" but the process of metabolism.

Blough, Blackwood, Hill, and Schwartz (1) maintain that elementary school science much too often is merely a watered-down version of high school biology, physics, chemistry, or astronomy. Although elementary school science must develop the structure and methods of discovery from these organized sciences, it must be based on the needs of the children and their investigation of their immediate environment to meet present day and future needs. Wohlwill (2) and Ausubel (3) both quote Piaget (4) in presenting a case for science education to progress from completely concrete activities in the early grades toward more and more abstractions as the student matures until he can mentally master the abstract concepts called for in biology, physics, chemistry, geology, and astronomy.

Even at the sixth grade level, Beitzel (5) found in an attempt to teach chemistry that the students preferred the topics involving laboratory activities much more than the abstractions of equations.


Rather than emphasizing content, impress upon your students the joy of learning how to learn through scientific investigation.

Poincare (1), a French mathematician and philosopher, described the true and often misunderstood motive of science: "The scientist does not study nature because it is useful; he studies it because he delights in it, and he delights in it because it is beautiful." He explains this beauty as "... that profounder beauty which comes from the harmonious order of parts and which a pure intelligence can grasp."

This awe at being able to understand something of the simplicity of nature sounds much different from comprehending some of the complexities of our advanced technologies. And, indeed, it is different. As is emphasized again and again in the research and professional articles cited in this pamphlet, to teach science in the elementary and junior high schools is to teach children to observe, investigate, analyze, and discover the beautiful order of nature. The engineering of the technological applications may come later for those college students who are interested and inclined toward this important aspect of our civilization. But the job of the elementary and junior high school teacher is one of making sure that all aware of the more fundamental processes of science.

As Barnard (2) points out, "Were it not that nature works in essentially simple fashion, there could be no science."


Try to identify the science-oriented and science-gifted students, and give them extra projects and science assignments.

Martinson (1) believes "Identification of gifted children and provision of appropriate programs for them would maximize each child's potential for intellectual development, and untold benefits would accrue to both the individuals and society." Gallagher and Rogge (2), in citing many researches, believe that the identification of gifted children by means of individual I.Q. tests and achievement tests can be extended by new measuring instruments to yield a broader definition of giftedness itself.

Brandwein (3), MacCurdy (4), and Neivert (5) agree on at least one aspect of developing future scientists once the gifted and interested student has been identified, and that is the need for special opportunities for these students to become actively involved in some form of scientific investigation.

Evans (6) describes one of many new ways for gifted and interested students to gain enrichment through summer programs and camps devoted to the science and arts.
88, 89 Ask your students to memorize definitions of scientific words.

Asking students to memorize definitions of scientific words or asking them to be able to use them in directions or reports of active investigation seems to be what Wittlin (1) calls the difference between "... adequacy or excellence in terms of scientific literacy."

Rather than determining the children's achievements in science by their ability to "parrot-back" definitions of words, Navarra (2), Schenke (3), West (4), and Hill (5) all periodically recorded by various means the behavior of the individual children while involved in the activities of their respective science programs. This allowed an assessment of the progress the children made through the school year and their increased use of the scientific terms in reading, communicating with peers, and in writing reports. Garone (6) found this latter method of periodic reports especially useful in progress evaluation.

90, 91 Test the scientific achievement of your students by their ability to answer specific questions in terms of established scientific facts.

If by facts you mean the recall of specific "isolable" bits of information, you are testing for what Bloom (1) calls the lowest step in the hierarchy of educational objectives. Blough, Hill, Jacobson, and Piltz (2) claim the primary concern in evaluating should be to determine the nature of the changes in students' behavioral abilities. "It is not enough for the pupil to be able to recite facts. Facts should make a difference in behavior."


92, 93 Ask your students to memorize classification schemes and definitions in biology as a scientific approach to nature study.

Carpenter (1) and Hanfmann and Kasanin (2) found that classification, schemes, and concepts are more efficiently learned, retained, and verbalized by the student when the student has an opportunity to manipulate and study objects than when he learns the verbiage by rote memorization. Ramsey and Wiandt (3) found that a more complete coverage of science topics was permitted by individual science projects and the memorization of schemes and definitions came about naturally as needed for each new topic the students met.

As pointed out in *Practice 92, 93*, ability to recall facts is not so important but rather what the student can do within the intellectual framework of acquired (not just memorized) facts. Bruner (4) believes the child can be helped to pass progressively from the thinking by using objects to the more abstract thinking by using schemes and concepts; not by the logic of expository teaching but by letting the child learn by doing.


94, 95 Evaluate your students' achievements in problem solving by testing them on problems very similar to those assigned as homework and/or worked in class.

There are probably as many approaches to solving scientific problems as there are scientists trying to solve them. If the teacher explains his own method of problem-solving, according to Bruner (1), the student becomes a "passive listener." If the student is guided into developing and practicing his own methods of problem-solving, his discoveries are themselves both motivators and rewards.

Goodnow and Pettingrew (2) and Hunter (3) found that solving problems of a certain set tends to improve a student's skill with problems which fit that set (i.e., of a similar nature). Adams (4) found that a group trained on repeated presentations of the same problem was more proficient in solving a new problem of the same set than a group trained on a number of different problems.

Weir (5), using a game-type activity, indicated that younger subjects developed problem-solving skills at a more rapid rate.

This all seems to say that in teaching science in the elementary and junior high school, if problem-solving by students is your goal, give them much practice investigating and solving problems in the laboratory.

By increased permissiveness in scientific investigation, teach and test your students on increased “creativity” rather than achievement in either factual information or structural relationship in a particular discipline.

According to Bruner and Clinchy (1), problem-solving can be divided into two possible approaches: 1. analytic and 2. intuitive. The second may be enhanced by teaching students to look for clues and short-cuts in an inquiry approach to problem-solving. Baldwin (2) calls intuition a “disciplined guess” that has both freedom and constraint balanced in “creative thinking.” Baldwin further asserts that, in varying amounts, this “creativity” can be developed in young children by means of games pointed toward constructive goals of discovery.

Spaulding (3) found that by responding to social and emotional qualities rather than student achievement in one case or by formal teacher controlled group-instruction in the other, teachers had a negative effect on the flexibility and originality of their students.

Bruner (4) sums up what is meant by teaching for creativity with a plan to “. . . train the students in the use of their mind.” Perhaps the best way to do this is by the example of creative and innovative teaching.


Accentuate the intrinsic rewards of self-learning and making scientific discoveries rather than the pressure of grade and finding specific numerical answers.

Bruner (1) notes that self-discovery and investigation by children lead them from learning for extrinsic reasons to learning for intrinsic rewards. Bruner and Caron (2) conducted studies of over-achievers in early grades who sought parental or teacher approval. Tests showed these children to develop more slowly in analytic ability.

The intellectual and esthetic values of scientific discovery are stressed by Shamos (3) and Kline (4) as important in a child's complete education.

The scientist's point of view concerning the act of discovery is expressed by Snow (5) when he says "Anyone who has ever worked in any science knows how much esthetic joy he has obtained. The literature of scientific discovery is full of this esthetic joy."

Current Trends

Authoritative opinion, extensive research, collaborative efforts of scientists and experts in child development working with teachers on curriculum development, and teachers' increasing awareness that all future citizens in our science-oriented society need to acquire scientific knowledge and develop problem-solving skills have affected teaching practices in elementary and junior high schools.

Among the trends that now characterize these contemporary practices, the following represent emerging and specific criteria and approaches.

**Rationale:**

From general ambiguous goals to specific testable objectives of desired changes in students' behavior.

From science for a few to the necessity of science for all.

From teaching science as a topic to teaching students to observe, inquire and discover; in other words, to use their minds.

**Curriculum:**

From science as a separate discipline to science as the core of an interdisciplinary course involving social studies, mathematics and reading.

From a qualitative to a more quantitative approach.

From courses based on content and adult logic to courses based on student needs and maturity.

**Materials:**

From one textbook as the primary instructional tool to the use of television, field trips, resource personnel, films, film-loops, records, overhead projectors, etc.

From science texts written by a few authors to science courses (text, teacher's guide, experiments and teaching aids) developed with trials and evaluation by a large group of scientists, psychologists, education specialists, and teachers in a cooperative effort.

From "atomistic" packages of content to sequenced materials with each new skill building upon previously acquired skills.

**Techniques:**

From content lectures by teachers to process-centered student investigations.

From proving theories by experiments to experiments which lead students toward discovering scientific relationships.

From the self-contained classroom teacher to special science consultants and/or special science teachers and some team teaching.

From all students moving through a course at the same rate to a self-pacing individualized study of science topics—often through the use of programmed materials.
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Appendix

Curriculum Development Projects
Cited in the SUPPLEMENT

AAAS Commission on Science Education
John R. Mayor and Arthur H. Livermore
American Association for the Advancement of Science
1515 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20005

Elementary-School Science Project
J. Myron Atkin
University of Illinois
805 West Pennsylvania Avenue
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Elementary Science Advisory and Research Project
Prof. David Hawkins
Elementary Science Advisory Center
Ketchum 306W, University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Elementary Science Study
Charles Walcott
55 Chapel Street
Newton, Mass. 02160

Intermediate Science Curriculum Study
Prof. Ernest Burkman
Kelium Hall Basement
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Introductory Physical Science
Uri Habor-Schaim
Educational Services Incorporated
55 Chapel Street
Newton, Mass. 02160

Michigan Science Curriculum Junior High School Project
Dr. W. C. Van Deventer
Department of Biology
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001

Minnesota Mathematics and Science Teaching Project
James H. Werntz, Jr.
720 Washington Ave., S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414

Oakleaf Individualized Elementary School Science
Dr. John Bolvin
Learning Research and Development Center
160 N. Craig Street
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

School Science Curriculum Project
Richard F. P. Salinger
805 West Pennsylvania Avenue
University of Illinois 61801

Science Curriculum Improvement Study
Robert Karplus
Physics Department
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720